CHURCHILL COLLEGE ADMISSIONS TIMELINE – SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Dates
25 - 26 October
31 October
8 November (notes)
8 November
8 November
8 November
8 November
12 - 23 November
12 - 23 November

19 - 20 November
26 November onwards

26 - 28 November
26 - 29 November

28 November - 7 December
29 November - 7 December
7 - 11 January 2019 (TBC)
14 January

21 January

Processes
Interviews in China – administration of interviews in China is dealt with
centrally in Cambridge University, not by individual colleges.
Pre-interview admissions assessment and BMAT for relevant applicants –
see www.cam.ac.uk/assessment for more details.
Please see the material on page 2, below, for more information about the
8 November deadlines below.
All relevant applicants – deadline for hard-copy verified AS-Level and ALevel UMS (not raw) scores to be received at Churchill.
All relevant applicants – deadline for hard-copy teacher-marked written
work to be received at Churchill.
Medicine (not Veterinary) applicants – deadline for hard-copy Fee Status
Assessment Questionnaire to be received at Churchill.
All relevant applicants – deadline for (Chemical Engineering via) Natural
Sciences questionnaires to be completed online.
Unsuccessful applicants (not called to interview) will be emailed.
Invitations to interview at Churchill will be emailed.
Please do not contact us about interview invitations unless you are asked to
and/or you need to send us missing or imperative information about your
application.
Interviews in India – administration of interviews in India is dealt with
centrally in Cambridge University, not by individual colleges.
Applicants who have not received an invitation to interview or an
unsuccessful applicant email are welcome to email the Admissions Office to
ask whether they will be interviewed.
We will not enter into correspondence about this before 26 November.
Interviews in Canada – administration of interviews in Canada is dealt with
centrally in Cambridge University, not by individual colleges.
USA remote interview scheme (www.undergraduate.study.cam.ac.uk/usa)
– administration of the USA remote interview scheme is dealt with centrally
in Cambridge University, not by individual colleges.
Interviews in Hong Kong – administration of interviews in Hong Kong is dealt
with centrally in Cambridge University, not by individual colleges.
Interviews at Churchill.
Winter Pool interviews take place.
All decisions will be emailed by 17:30 UK time, for both UK and overseas
interviewees. Do not contact us beforehand, please, as this will delay the
process for everyone.
Final decisions will be uploaded to UCAS Track (unless there are delays for
applicants interviewed at two colleges, for example).
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8 November
8 November is a very important deadline in the Churchill admissions process. By this date, there’s a lot of additional
information which we need from you in order to process your application. Please read the summary below very
carefully and make sure you send us all the relevant materials, either in hard-copy or online, as requested.
All hard-copy materials can be sent in the same envelope to the same address:
Admissions Office, Churchill College, Storey’s Way, Cambridge, CB3 0DS, UK
When you submit hard-copy materials, please do not use staples or any other form of fixed binder. Please use
paperclips only. Please be aware also that all hard-copy materials are non-returnable.

RELEVANT APPLICANTS MUST SEND VERIFIED AS-LEVEL AND A-LEVEL UMS (not raw) SCORES IN HARD-COPY TO REACH
US BY 8 NOVEMBER
If you have recorded any UMS (not raw) scores for AS-Level and/or A-Level modules on your SAQ or COPA, we need
these scores to be verified by your school or college. To do this:
 Log into your SAQ or COPA.
 Select “Review my answers” and “Generate a printable version”.
 Please print only section “6.1 AS/A Level Units” (we do not need anything else).
 Write your name, subject of application, and UCAS PID clearly on each printed sheet.
 Take these printouts to your school/college and ask a teacher or exams officer to verify your scores against the
school/college’s records, then sign each sheet and stamp each sheet with the school/college stamp.
 These signed and stamped sheets can then be sent to us.
RELEVANT APPLICANTS MUST SEND TEACHER-MARKED WRITTEN WORK IN HARD-COPY TO REACH US BY 8
NOVEMBER
First, check if you need to submit teacher-marked written work by reviewing www.chu.cam.ac.uk/written-work If
you do, note what is required and make the appropriate submission, as instructed. As a guide, each piece of submitted
work should be approximately 1500 to 2000 words in length, though we understand that some submissions may be
shorter (if work was sat under timed conditions, for example). Please send one copy of each piece of teacher-marked
work, unfolded, with a separate cover sheet (www.chu.cam.ac.uk/written-work-cover) for each. Note that your cover
sheets must be verified and stamped by a school or college representative.
All submitted work must be written in English, except where specified on www.chu.cam.ac.uk/written-work Other
than these exceptions, if your work was not originally written in English, you should supply one copy of the original and
one copy translated by you into English, with a separate cover sheet (www.chu.cam.ac.uk/written-work-cover) for each.
Again, please be aware that your cover sheets must be verified and stamped by a school or college representative – in
this instance, these sheets will be read as verification that your English translation is accurate.
ALL MEDICINE (NOT VETERINARY) APPLICANTS MUST SEND A FEE STATUS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE IN HARDCOPY TO REACH US BY 8 NOVEMBER
www.chu.cam.ac.uk/fee-status
APPLICANTS TO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING VIA NATURAL SCIENCES MUST COMPLETE OUR ONLINE NATURAL SCIENCES
QUESTIONNAIRE BY 8 NOVEMBER
tinyurl.com/natsci18
APPLICANTS TO NATURAL SCIENCES MUST COMPLETE OUR ONLINE NATURAL SCIENCES QUESTIONNAIRE BY 8
NOVEMBER
tinyurl.com/natsci18
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Overseas interviewees
Please note that Churchill applicants who are interviewed overseas will not receive the outcome of their applications
until 14 January 2019. However, overseas interviewees are still required to complete other aspects of our Admissions
process.
As instructed on the previous pages, overseas interviewees must submit verified AS-Level and A-Level UMS (not raw)
scores (if appropriate), teacher-marked written work (if appropriate), and a Fee Status Assessment Questionnaire
(Medicine applicants only). We need all of these by 8 November.
All overseas interviewees must also complete any necessary admissions assessments, even if these are sat after
interview – see www.cam.ac.uk/assessment
All overseas interviewees in Natural Sciences and Chemical Engineering via Natural Sciences (not via Engineering) must
complete our Natural Sciences questionnaire by 8 November – see previous pages for more details.
Finally, please note that if you have not previously requested an overseas interview on your COPA, you cannot request
one at this stage.

